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MARIIA SHTOGRINA 

Professional violin player                                                                      

 

Date of birth: 08-December-1989 

 

SUMMARY 

 

Highly qualified violin performer. About 10 years in a variety chamber ensembles, quartets, 

symphony and chamber orchestras.Experience solo performing and collaborating with different 

soloists and conductors. 

Well-organized and charismatic ensemble performer who quickly become proficient in new 

repertoire. Sight-read new pieces from the beginning  till the end with a strong attention to details 

and at tempo. 

Energetic team player who work with gusto.Flexible approach to musical styles and ways of 

interpretation. 

 

HIGHLIGHTS 

-broad rhythmic and dynamic range                                                -enthusiastic 

-broad range of musical styles      -communicative 

-quckly master new skills        -disciplined 

- responsible            -don`t smoke   

 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Violin player          11/2006 to Current 

Play huge selection of repertoire with differentmusical collectives. Take part in festivals, 

competitions and concerts both in Ukraine and abroad. Perform in such countries as Poland, Italy, 

France, South Korea. 

Perform musical pieces with a high degree of accuracy, express music through dynamics, phrasing 

and volume. Closely followed by notation and conductor`s instructions. Skilled proficient in sight-

reading new musical repertoire. 

As a member of quartet and orchestra play music in front of live audience. 

 

	  



PHILARMONIC CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 

Khmelnytsk, Khmelnytsk region, Ukraine 

 

Violin player                                                                                                             11/2006 to 8/2009 

 

Played violin in first violin group of the orchestra.Mastered  broad range of chamber music in a 

variety of styles. 

 

ACADEMIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA “ INSO-LVIV” 

Lviv, Lviv region, Ukraine 

 

Violin player                                                                                                            10/2013 to Current 

 

Play violin in first violin group of the orchestra. Perform musical pieces accurately, emotionaly and 

at tempo. Closely followed by musical notation, attentive to details. Collaborate with different 

conductors and soloists. Regularly perform in front of live audience. 

 

EDUCATION 

Higher education: musical performance and teaching                                               9/2005 to 6/2009 

Khmelnitsky Music Collage, Khmelnytsk, Khmelnytsk region, Ukraine 

Emphasis in violin, ensemble and orchestra 

 

Bachelor of arts: musical performance and teaching                                                 9/2009 to 6/2013 

Lviv National Music Academy, Lviv, Lviv region, Ukraine 

Emphasis in violin, ensemble and orchestra 

 

Master of arts: musical performance and teaching                                               9/2013 to Current 

Lviv National Music Academy, Lviv, Lviv region, Ukraine 

Emphasis in violin, ensemble and orchestra 

 

LANGUAGES 

-Ukrainian (mother toungue)                                                                    -English (fluent) 

-Russian (fluent) 

 

 



HOBBIES AND INTERESTS 

 

-folk-dances and ballet                                                       - watching movies 

- travelling        - cooking 

- communicating with interesting people                               - meeting friends 


